Transformation from Web Pages to Optimal Normal Form Database Schema Using a Conceptual Schema Approach
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Abstract—Web pages and their embedded documents are a good source of information. However, issuing complex queries directly on web pages using direct pattern-matching techniques are challenging tasks that require lengthy procedural programming. Also, programmers working directly on web pages are in charge of the search path and routing, which depend on individual document structures and affect the correctness, completeness, and performance of the results. In contrast, relational databases are well-structured and backed by mathematical principles. Well-designed relational database structures are known to be anomalies-free. The standard relational database language, SQL, is a non-procedural language that defines the required results precisely. Query results are both correct and complete. Performance issues are handled by intelligent query optimizers employed by modern-day Database Management System (DBMS). This paper suggests an approach that transforms documents embedded on web pages in HTML format to corresponding relational database structures and populations. Functional dependencies (FDs) and multi-valued dependencies (MVDs) obtained from documents on the webpages are used to construct conceptual schema diagrams, which are further transformed into the Optimal Normal Form (ONF) relational database structures. In this research project, the Object Role Model (ORM) conceptual schema model is employed. The paper discusses the ORM and the rationales behind its usage. The detection of FDs and MVDs from webpage documents and the technical properties of the ONF relational database structures. Illustrated examples are also provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the era of big data, the business environments are increasingly complex, challenges, and unpredictable conditions. Business competition in globalization is also getting tighter; business competitors come globally. To be able to survive, businesses cannot rely solely on intuition. These problems can be overcome with Business Intelligence (BI) [1] and Data Analytics. BI collects data from various sources and formats, then processes the data into accurate and useful information to assist decision-makers. In other words, we call the businesses in a data-driven decision support system to exist in the global competition.

Businesses need data sources from outside the company in order to compete with other businesses. External data sources can be structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. The structured data is relatively easy to integrate into relational databases and data warehouses. However, the outside data are not free from errors, different data formats, or different field names from the business's data structure. Therefore businesses need a tool called extract-load-transform (ELT) or extract-transform-load (ETL) [2, 3]. The two terms are often interchanged; in this paper, we use the term ETL. The role of ETL is also needed to extract semi-structured data and unstructured data. The successfully transformed data into a relational database or data warehouse can be retrieved easily using queries to reuse, such as price comparison and analysis data.

Researches related to extracting data from flat/text files have been conducted for several decades. Data extraction from semi-structured data, such as CSV files, have been conducted by many researchers, such as [4-6]. Research on ETL to extract and transform other semi-structured data, such as XML as a language for data interchange, into relational databases have been conducted, e.g., [7, 8]. However, the ETL to extract and transform semi-structured, i.e., XML data, into the optimal normal-schema database using the conceptual schema approach were conducted by [9-11]. With the internet of things in Industry 4.0, more and more data/information will be published on the internet. Web pages, pages for short, will be the best potential data source for BI. Many web data extraction researches have been conducted before the Industrial 4.0 era [12-20].

In general, web pages are divided into two types, namely Surface webs and Deep/Dark webs. Surface webs contain extended text information (i.e., unstructured data), and the webmaster updates the information. They call static webs and were surveyed by [12]. Surface webs commonly used by News websites, e.g., the Bangkok Post in Fig. 1. Google has indexed the Surface webs so that Google can search the information on Surface webs. It is about 10% of the entire webs. In other words, the rest of the webs, around 90%\(^2\), are Deep/Dark webs [13-20]. Google could not index the Deep/Dark webs information, so Google cannot search for the Deep webs. A Deep web example is shown in Fig. 2, and it contains semi-structured data, such as title, authors, format, price, ratings of book. It requires an application to find data from a database based on a user's keyword, a red box at the top of Fig. 2. A web browser formats and embeds the retrieved data into a template dynamically for displaying the information, so the Deep webs call dynamic webs. These mechanisms make the information on Deep webs are full of

---

noise. We cannot use queries directly on Deep Webs, which is a challenge and contribution of this paper. For the next discussion, web pages means Deep webs.

DCADE [20] algorithm outperformed state-of-the-art methods [16, 17]. It succeeded in extracting attribute-value pairs, optional data, and repetitive pattern data (i.e., functional dependencies). Also, it separates each repetitive pattern into other tables. However, DCADE has not yet detected whether multi-valued dependencies were found in the extracted data. This paper aims to (1) adopt DCADE for extracting data from the Deep webs and (2) transform the data into optimal normal schema database form using a conceptual schema approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a comparison with related work on web data extraction techniques. Section 3 describes document extraction, and Section 4 presents conceptual schema and transformation to relational database structures. Section 5 concludes the paper and proposes future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Researches on data extraction from the Deep web have been conducted by [13-20]. They are differentiated based on the number of web page inputs. Researches on data extraction using one web page input were conducted by [13-15], in general they used a repeating structure of HTML tags, such as tables (<table>), <tr>, <th>, and <td> and list (<ul> and <li>). For example, consider a conference schedule in Fig. 3 on the left side. A table (<table>) contains four columns, i.e., Speaker, Topics, No Sessions, and Manual Read. The table contains five rows tagged by <tr>, and the first line is the title of the table tagged by <th>, while data rows are tagged by <td>. With the HTML repetitive structure detection, the Deep web's data can easily be extracted. Web designers use tables or list HTML structures to display data, but they also use them for formatting data on the web. However, three data on the above table, they call attribute-value pairs, will not be extracted as data by [13-15] because they do not tag as tables or lists.

Other researchers [16-20] use several Deep webs as inputs to confirm information not tagged by tables and lists to solve the previous problem. Those researches use how the data are embedded into a template and formatted to display. The assumption is that the templates on web pages will be the same, the data are different, and the formatting patterns of data on the web are made consistent. For example, see the two Deep webs in Fig. 3. The first line on both webs is the same as the string "computer Science Conference," it is the template. The second lines on both webs are found with the same string, "Date," which acts as the template (attribute). Also, "20/02/2021" and "21/02/2021" are found on the left and right webs, respectively. The two strings are different, which are interpreted as the value of Date. The Attribute-value pair Time is optional, and it is only in the left schedule in Fig. 3. The fifth line and the fourth line for left and right webs contain the same string for the table headings. Researchers [16, 17] will discard templates and formats when deep webs are parsed with this assumption. In other words, the remaining information is extracted data. From the discussion [20], [16, 17] did not consider optional data, the method [16] was not robust, and performance [17] was not high due to not using regular expressions, so there found false positive and negative data extraction.

The proposed ETL framework in this paper is shown in Fig. 4. Web data extraction using DCADE [20] will be explained briefly in this section, transforming the extracted data into an optimal normal schema database using the conceptual schema approach will be discussed in the next section. Once we have obtained this schema, loading the data into a relational database or data warehouse becomes obvious beyond the paper scope.

For optional attribute-value pair, repetitive pattern, and robust extraction, first DCADE encodes HTML tags, CSS attributes (i.e., class and id), and HTML contents. As we
From the explanation above, we can see that DCade has successfully mined mandatory and optional templates based on CECId. DCade has also succeeded in aligning data according to its data structure based on TECId. Besides, DCade managed to find a repetitive pattern template/data, and the data was stored in a separate table. However, DCade has not considered multi-valued dependencies (MVD), as shown in Fig. 3. For a while, every empty cell is considered optional data. In the next section, we will explain how to transform the extracted data to optimal normal form database schema using a conceptual schema approach.
symbolize each reference type, and each role denotes the participation of an object type. The arrow on top of the role box denotes its unique participation. It is called a uniqueness constraint, accordingly. An entity type must have a unique label type as its unique identifier as a 1:1 reference type.

Once label type(s) and reference type(s) of an entity type is specified. The next step is to relate entity types together. Relationships between entity types are called fact types. A fact type in ORM is the most basic relationship type between entity types. Fact types must be elementary, meaning that the fact type must not be decomposable. This is due to the fact that an ORM relationship type (fact type, reference type) is a representation of a deep-structured natural language sentence type. It comprises a subject, a verb, and an optional object.

The ORM model is well equipped with detailed transformation algorithms that guarantee 5NF relational table structures [22]. In fact, the ORM group of researchers called them the ONF transformation algorithm. The ONF is defined as 5NF, which has a minimum number of relational table structures. Early ONF transformation has nine steps, but more recent ones go to the detailed fourteen steps [21]. Those steps are for people who have no knowledge about the normalization process but need a cookbook approach to jump directly to the 5NF without knowing normalization. In fact, the ORM model is intended to be used by those who have a limited database design background.

According to original database design references on 5NF, we can transform ORM diagrams into 5NF relational table structures in only two steps. It is due to the fact that an ORM relationship type (fact type, reference type) is a representation of a deep-structured natural language sentence type. It comprises a subject, a verb, and an optional object. All relationship types in ORM must therefore be elementary, meaning that they must not be decomposable. The implication on this non-decomposable property of ORM object types is very strong. If each of them is considered a relational table structure, it is already in the 5NF since it cannot be split. These small relational table structures can then be joined back by their common primary keys or even candidate keys to form the bigger 5NF relational table structures.

The two-step transformation from an ORM conceptual schema to relational table structures is therefore as follows:

**Step 1:** Transform each relationship type into a relational table structure. Each attribute is from the unique identifier or label type of the participating object type. The primary key attribute(s) of the relational table structure is from the unique identifier or label type under a uniqueness constraint.

**Step 2:** Join relational table structures that share the same primary key by using the natural join.

An important note here is the above transformation steps are actually the synthesis or bottom up approach of relational database design. Small, trouble-free 5NF relational table structures are combined back to bigger 5NF relational table structures. The result is a set of 5NF relational table structures with the smallest number of table structures; thus, the ONF.

After the extraction of web pages, two documents are obtained. The first document Software has only functional dependencies (FDs), which is symbolized by → between data items. FDs Software Name → Vendor, Software Name → Price, and Manual → Software Name can be detected from the Software document. From the Conference document, Multivalued Dependencies (MVDs, which is symbolized by →→) [23] Speaker →→ Manual, and Speaker →→ (Topics, No Sessions) can also be detected. An FD is an m:n relationship between data items. MVDs are m:n relationships between data items. Based on these dependencies, an ORM diagram that describes the document in Fig. 5 can be constructed as shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6, the ORM conceptual schema has six entity types: Software, Vendor, Price, No Sessions, Manual, and Speaker. It can be detected that the value instances of Manual from the Conference document are a subset of the value instances of Manual from the Software document. They, therefore, belong to the same entity type Manual. Also, the value instances of Topics from the Conference document are a subset of the value instances of the Software Name of the Software document. They, therefore, belong to the same entity type Software. For internal references, a surrogate unique identifier SW# is introduced for the entity type Software, and a unique surrogate identifier M# is introduced for the entity type Manual.

The corresponding relational database schemas, as shown in Fig. 7, are obtained after applying the two transformation steps to the ORM conceptual schema model in Fig. 6. Each relationship type of the conceptual schema can be perceived as a non-splittable relational schema in 5NF. Relationship instances of each relationship type are obtained from the documents. Thus, non-splittable 5NF tables are obtained. Common primary keys or candidate keys of the 5NF tables are detected, and the tables with common primary or candidate keys are then joined together to obtain the ONF tables. These final tables are ready to be used for querying using a complete relational language or data warehouse operations.

Each relationship type of an ORM diagram represents a deep structured natural language statement type which cannot be further decomposed. This is intentional. Each relationship instance is, therefore, a simple sentence that can be directly
obtained from the document. Fig.8 shows populated tables which are obtained from the extraction. Each row of the Manual, Read, and Speak tables represents one fact instance. Each row of the Software table comprises three fact instances. All tables are in the Optimal Normal Form (ONF), which means they are in 5NF with the minimum number of database tables. Complex SQL queries can be applied to these tables. Our transformation from web pages to optimal normal form database schema using a conceptual schema approach is useful for interactive requests and applications development.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper suggests an approach that transforms documents embedded in HTML format to corresponding relational database structures and populations. The main motivation is the fact that relational database languages such as SQL can handle complex queries in a real-world business environment much better than web-based languages with higher productivity. Functional dependencies (FDs) and multi-valued dependencies (MVDs) obtained from documents on the web pages are used to construct conceptual schema diagrams, which are further transformed into the Optimal Normal Form (ONF) relational database structures. In this research project, the Object Role Model (ORM) conceptual schema model is employed. The paper discusses the ORM and the rationales behind its usage. The detected FDs and MVDs from web page documents construct a corresponding ORM conceptual schema model in the ONF relational database structures. Illustrated examples are also provided.
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